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SUMMARY

Ground magnetometer and VLF-EM surveys were 

completed on the Theresa Lake Property of Midnapore 

Resources Inc. during the months of October and November, 

1983 in conjunction with soil geochemical sampling and 

previously completed geological mapping programs. The 

property is located 18 kilometres northeast of the 

presently known Hemlo gold deposits in Northwestern Ontario,

The resulting data has delineated six (6) con 

ductive zones, with and without magnetic association, which 

are considered worthy of further follow-up work. An l.P. 

survey of the claims is recommended. Information frrm this 

survpy should be used to further define the present, tar 

gets. A program involving trenching and a minimum of five 

(5) drill holes will ultimately be required to test the 

anomalous zones indicated by the presently available geo 

physical and geological information.

Respectfully Submitted,

Wawa, Ontario 
November 21, 1983

Seymour M. Sears, B.A., B.Se, 
Geologist

I
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INTRODUCTION

A VLF-EM survey and a ground magnetometer survey 

have been completed upon eighteen contiguous, unpatented 

mining claims in the Theresa Lake Area of Northwestern 

Ontario by Manwa Exploration Services Ltd. on behalf of 

Midnapore Resources Inc.

The work was performed under the author's 

supervision by Mr. G. Young during the period from 

October 14th to November 6th, 1983. Assistance in the 

compilation and interpretation of data was gratefully 

provided by Mr. F. Castello and Ms. J.M. Barry. The 

surveys were conducted along a 20.5-kilometre cut grid 

{partially reoccupied from a 1976 grid established by 

previous workers), utilizing a line spacing of 120 metres 

with station intervals every 30 metres.

The purpose of the surveys was to assist in 

the delineation of stratigraphic and/or 1 structural zones 

which might be favourable hosts for gold-bearing polymetal 

lic mineralization, similar to the recently rediscovered 

"Hemlo" gold deposits, 18 kilometres to the southwest.

MANWA EXPLORATION SERVICES LTD..
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LOCATION AND ACCESS

The 18-claim property of Midnapore Resources Inc. 

is located on the southeast side of Theresa Lake, centered 

at latitude 48 0 48' 12" north and longitude 85 0 4?' 30' west. 

It can be found on N.T.S. sheet 42/C/13, White Lake, 

Ontario.

Access to the claims is gained via the sixteen 

(16) kilometre gravelled road to Theresa Lake which branches 

east from the Manitouwadge Highway (Highway 614) 5.5 kilo 

metres north of its junction with Highway 17. From this 

point a footbridge across the mouth of Theresa Lake pro 

vides walking access (approximately 50 metres) to the 

property. The road continues in an overgrown condition 

through the southeast end of the claim group.

The claims are shown in their approximate 

position on M.N.R. claim map G-622 (White Lake, North 

Part) as indicated on Figure 2. Sixteen (16) of them 

occur in the Thunder Bay Mining Division and two (2) are 

in the Sault Ste. Marie Mining Division as indicated by 

initials below:

TB 469355 TB 469384 
TB 469356 T8 469385 
TB 469357 TB 469386 
TB 469358 TB 469387 
TB 469359 TB 469388 
TB 469360 TB 469389 
TB 469361
TB 469362 SSM 469390 
TB 469363 SSM 469404 
TB 469381. 
____________ MANWA EXPLORATION SERVICES LTD.
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The 16 Thunder Bay Mining Division claims have September 

10th anniversary dates whereas the two claims in the 

Sault Ste. Marie Division were recorded on September 17th.

H

TOPOGRAPHY

The property is characterized by gently rolling 

southwest sloping ridges separated by poorly drained 

swamps. These features trend southeasterly across the 

property, sub-parallel to the geologic trend. A major 

watercourse -- Theresa lake/Wabikoba Lake stream -- cuts 

north-south across the westernmost claim of the group. 

Relief is highest in the east-central portion of the 

aim block where it rises about 100 feet above the 

normal 1150-foot elevation. This hill forms a height of 

land oriented approximately north-south, and separating two 

general drainage directions -- northwest into Theresa and 

Wabikoba Lakes, and southeast into Spruce Bay, an arm of 

White Lake.

Vegetation consists of mixed forest on upland 

terrain and alder and grass in the swamps. The south 

western portion is dominated by low shrubs and moss 

amidst sparce poplar and birch trees. This latter area 

is covered mainly by extensive sand plains. Ridges are 

generally covered by residual soil and host the majority 

of the observed bedrock exposure.

__________________________ MANWA EXPLORATION SERVICES LTD..
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There hove been several periods of exploration 

activity by private companies in search of base metals 

within the belt of volcanic rocks which passes through 

the Midnapore property, especially several miles along 

strike to the northwest. These include several local 

prospectors as well as Mclntyre-Porcupine Mines Ltd. 

(1962-63), Caravelle Mines Ltd. (1964-65), Falconbridge 

Nickel Mines Ltd. (1966) and Noranda Mines Ltd. (1975-76). 

T;,e latter established a grid and conducted airborne and 

ground geophysical surveys. Limited data from this work -- 

including Vertical Loop-EM, Horizontal Loop-EM (Shootback) 

and ground magnetometer surveys -- is available as an 

assessment report from the Ministry of Natural Resources 

(Langston, 1977). Several old trenches of unknown vintage 

occur on the property.

The area has been included in several geological 

mapping programs by both Government and private industry. 

It is covered by maps by Bartley and Page (1957) for 

the C.P.R., as well as Milne (1968) (Map 2147 - White 

Lake Sheet - 1" ^ 1/2 'mile); Milne et al, (1972), 

(Map 2220 - Manitouwadge-Wawa Sheet - 1" - 4 miles); 

and Muir, (1982b) (Geology of the Hemlo area, Map 2452, 

1:31680), all for the Ontario Department of Mines. The 

Geological Survey of Canada "Airborne Magnetic Survey" 

map #21686 (White Lake Area) provides regional magnetic

.————........-—-——-—-—-.-—-.-——MANWA EXPLORATION SERVICES LTD..
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data.

During July and August of 1983, a geological

mapping program was conducted by Manwa Exploration Services

Ltd. on behalf of Midnapore Resources Inc. {Barry, 1983).

P ROPERT iE OL OG Y

The Midnapore claims are situated along the 

north rim of an Archean volcano-sedimentary synformal 

basin known to be at least 24 by 36 kilometres. Rocks 

within this basin include a submarine sequence of mafic 

metavolcanics overlain by intermediate to felsic meta- 

volcanics, end in turn overlain by meta sediments, with no 

perceived depositional break between formations. These rocks 

are cut by contemporaneous and later mafic Lo silicic 

sills, dikes and plutons; and the entire package cut by 

a late system of diabase dikes (Milne, 1963).

This basin hosts the recently discovered "Hemlo" 

gold deposits on its south rim. Mineralization there 

consists of pyrite, molybdenite, barite, gold, and numerous 

other accessory minerals associated with locally altered 

zones within the contact area between felsic metavolcanics 

and meta sedimentary rocks. Various other sulphide prospects 

(Cu, Pb, Zn with significant Gold values), presently felt 

to be of lesser importance, have been noted in the region.

MANWA EXPLORATION SERVICES LTD..
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Gold is also known to exist along with pyrite and 

chalcopyrite within quartz veins associated with shear 

zones and intrusive contacts.

The rocks obser -ed on the Midnapore claims 

consist of the entire submarine succession mentioned above 

including mafic to felsic metavokanics and metasediments, 

as well as local granite, amphibolite, and felsic feld 

spar porphyry dikes and diabase dikes (Barry, 1983). 

Pyrite occurs in small quantities in all lithologic units 

on the property and is occasionally concentrated within 

local structural or contact related zones.

SURREY PROCEDURE AND INSTRUMENT INFORMATION

Portions of an old Noranda grid (Langston, 1977) 

were cleaned out, and this grid extended to cover the 

Midnapore property. Grid lines are oriented north-northeast 

(30 0 ) at 120-metre spacings, with stations established at 

30-metre intervals. The baseline for this grid extends 

across the property from northeast to southwest with 

control lines being chained in along the north and south 

boundaries. A Tie line was cut west across the Wabikoba 

Stream to accommodate the grid extension on the most 

westerly claim. This line originated at 450 south on Line 

120 east and runs in a northwesterly direction (3000 ) for 

450 metres. Lines 120W, 240W, and 360W were then estab 

lished parallel to the rest of the grid (300 ) from this

__________________________ MANWA EXPLORATION SERVICES LTD..
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reference line.

The VLF-EM survey was conducted along this grid 

using e Sabre VLF-EM receiver. The Cutler, Maine (N.A.A.) 

transmitting station (17.8 kH ? ) was utilized. Field strength 

end Dip Angle measurements were both recorded. The ob 

served Dip Angle measurement data was filtered using a 

mathematical technique devised by Fraser (1969) which is 

designed to eliminate "noise" and render the anomalous 

crossover data contourable, and thus easier to interpret. 

The resulting Fraser Filtered data was then plotted at a 

scale of 1:2500 and the positive (*) values contoured 

(Map 610/2).

The magnetometer survey was conducted using a 

Geometrics Model G-816 Portable Proton magnetometer. This 

instrument measures the total intensity of the earth's 

magnetic field in gammas. A main Base station was es 

tablished on the Baseline at Line 240 east, and subsi 

diary floating Base stations at other appropriate locations, 

These stations were utilized during the survey in deter 

mining the diurnal variations of the magnetic field. 

Magnetic intensities were observed, and the diurnally 

corrected data was reduced to a 59000 gamma base and 

plotted at a scale of 1:2500 and contoured (Map 610/3).

MANWA EXPLORATION SERVICES LTD..
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SURVEY

The magnetic background for the property ranges 

between 59500 and 50700 gammas. The general trend of the 

isomagnetic contours is parallel or subparallel to the 

observed geologic strike, with local anomalous (high) 

areas related to north-trending diabase dikes. The data 

suggests a Distinct change of direction from 120 0 to 

approximately east-west in the eastern end of the property, 

indicating some possible influence from a major northeast 

trending structure on the west side of White Lake (G. S. C. 

airborne magnetic map 2168G).

Three recognizable magnetic terrains occur on the 

property. The southwest part of the claim group shows a 

rather featureless zone having a 59600 gemma background 

thought to represent a granitic body. The central area 

has moderately contrasting magnetic zones -- 200 to 500 

gamma linear "high" features within a background of 59500 

gammas -- and may represent mafic to felsic metavolcanics. 

A third pattern flanks this on the north end of the 

property, where sharply contrasting linear zones -- 300-800 

gamma "high" features -- occur in a 59600 gamma back 

ground. This latter zone may represent intermediate to 

mafic metavolcanics. These three zones appear to coincide 

quite well with geological mapping reported earlier (Barry, 

1983), except for a slight shift southward on Lines 600E,

MANWA EXPLORATION SERVICES LTD..
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7?OE, 840E and 960E (i.e. approximately 300-400 south).

Although numerous VLF-EM conductors are apparent 

on the Frassr Filtered map (Map 610/2), six of the more 

interesting ones are shown on the magnetic '"'Sp, lettered 

for reference purposes and discussed below. All of these 

features -- with the possible exception of Anomaly D -- 

appear to be oriented with their long axis parallel or 

subparallel to the observed geologic strike of the under 

lying rocks (120 0 ), presenting the possibility of a 

stratiform source.

The strongest and most striking anomaly is 

Anomaly A which trends WNW (115 0 ) for 1320 metres from 

165S on Line O to 75S on Line 13420 East, where it 

extends off the property. It reappears (Conductor A) 

again at 135S on Line 21+60 East and still continues as 

it leaves the property to the east (after passing through 

135S on Line 22+80 East). It is probable that this 

anomaly is continuous from O - 2280 metres, although data 

is incomplete between Lines 13+20 East and 21+60 East.

The conductor has filtered dip angle peaks of 

from +30 to +7S throughout its known strike length. It 

appears to represent the contact between an extensive 

amphibolite unit and mafic volcanics as shown on the 

earlier geological map (Barry, 1983), although it is

MANWA EXPLORATION SERVICES LTD..
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interpreted to be about 200 feet south of its presented 

position. It is accompanied by a discontinuous moderate 

to weak magnetic high and is likely caused by pyrrhotite 

and pyrite mineralization within the contact zone.

Conductor B is a short strike length anomaly, 

having a filtered dio angle of -t-36 {with a -(24 on the 

next easterly Line) at 465N on Line 4+80 East. This 

anomaly is interesting in that it occurs with a coin 

cident magnetic hijh feature within the mafic unit 

(dominantly volcanic flows with minor tuffaceous rocks) 

which occupies the northernmost part of the .nap area. It 

may represent sulphides and magnetite or pyrrhotite associated 

with the tuffaceous or sheared top of a flow cycle.

Conductor C occurs along strike to the southeast 

from Conductor B at 465N on Line 10+80 East. It is a 

one-station anomaly although restricted on the east by the 

claim boundary, having a filtered peak value of *44. 

This feature has no associated magnetic expression, but is 

thought to occur in the same stratigraphic horizon as 

Conductor B.

Conductor D occurs at 255N on Line 9+60E. It 

has an east-west trend, anomalous to the general 120 0 

strike of the local lithology. It coincides with the 

intersection of a north-northeast (300 ) fault and south-

MANWA EXPLORATION SERVICES LTD..
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southeast (120 0 ) fault system shown on Barry's geological 

m -j (Barry, 1983). The anomaly occurs on the south side 

of a "mouse shaped pond within rocks which *re inter 

preted to be amphibolite. However, it is likely that this 

pond rr.arks the center of the extensive south-southeast 

trending fault system. It is also postulated that a 

third significant fault passes through this general area 

(based upon magnetic evidence), one which passes southwest 

through 780S on Line 4+80 East.

Anomaly D has no magnetic association. It has a 

peak filtered dip angle value of 444 with +2S and *26 

on respective adjacent east and west lines. It is flanked 

on the south by a steep ridge. An earlier GEK survey 

by Noranda (Langston, 1977) detected a similarly trending 

conductor, situated approximately 50 metres south.

Rocks in the immediate area of Conductor D 

include amphibolite, metavolcanics and metasediments. The 

latter contain pyrite-hch zones as well as graphitic 

horizons. These, as well as the fault intersections, may 

be the explanation for this conductor.

Conductor E is a two-station anomaly (+31 and 436 

filtered values) with no associated magnetic expression, 

located at 300S on Line 3+60 East and 345S on Line 4+80 

East. It occurs within a narrow lineament thought to be

MANWA EXPLORATION SERVICES LTD..
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the surface expression of a fault ?one which extends all 

the wa. across the property. It was also detected by 

Nor-anda (Langston, 1977) by GEM and Vertical l.oop-EM 

surveys. This anomaly is thought to be caused by sulphide 

concentration within an altered shear zone which parallels 

or r-ubpsrel l els bedding.

Ccr"1uctor F extends from 5105 on Line 8+40 East 

to 6005 on Line 18+00 Fast. It is a very weak anomaly 

(filtered angle frorr, +10 to 416) with an associated 

rr.cgnetic high feature thought tc be related to the con 

tact zone between granitic rocks on the south arid felsic 

volcanics on the north. It parallels the access reed 

which traverses the property, which could suggest a 

relationship with cultural effects such as old telephone 

lines, etc. However, because it occurs within a favourable 

stratigraphy (felsic volcanics) which is know to contain 

sulphides (e.g. trenches at 510S on Line 13+20 East, and 

a pyrite zone at 5405 on Line 16+80E, see geology map, 

Barry, 1983) and because the anomaly continues to the 

east past Line 16+80E when the road takes a bend to 

the south, it is felt that this is a legitimate conduc 

tor, caused by sulphide concentration.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The VLF-EM and Ground Magnetometer surveys over

MANWA EXPLORATION SERVICES LTD..
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Midr.apore Resources Inc.'s Theresa Lake property have 

out l iried six distinct, anomalous zones which warrant 

additional investigation. These ?ones are lettered from 

A to T on the accompanying magnetic map (Map 610/3).

It is recommended that an I.P. survey be con 

ducted on the property to provide additional information 

r?quired to differentiate between surface conductors and 

those related to a true bedrock source. This coverage 

should at least be completed in the areas of known 

si; i ph i de occurrences and/or VLF-EK conductors. This infor 

mation, (O'nbined with any encouragement derived from 

interrelation of the geochemical (soil) data (currently 

in progress) should be evaluated prior to a diamond 

drilling program.

In the event that the l.P. survey proves to be 

of limited use in further definition of the above-mentioned 

anomalies, f minimum of 5 holes totalling 500 metres of 

drilling accompanied by a major trenching and sampling 

program will be required to reasonably assess the presently 

known targets.

- MANWA EXPLORATION CERVICES LTD .
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AL l F ICATf l ONS

3, SEYMOUR M. SEARS, of the Town of Wawa, 

Ontario, do certify that:

1. l am a consulting geologist for Manwa Exploration 
Services Ltd., P.O. Box 2028^ Wawa, Ontario.

2. l am a B.Se. graduate in Geology and a B.A. 
Graduate in Psychology from Mount Allison University, 
Sackville, New Brunswick.

3. l have been practicing my prc v.'ssion continuously 
for the past 11 years.

4. 3 have not received directly or indirectly, nor 
do l expect to receive any interest, direct or indirect 
in the property of Midnapore Resources Inc. or any of 
its affiliates, nor do l beneficially own, directly or 
indirectly any securities of the Company or any affiliates 
of the Company.

5. This report is based upon field work carried 
out by myself and under my supervision during the monihs 
of October and November. 1983.

Respectfully Submitted,

P.O. Box 2028 
Wawa, Ontario 
November 21, 1983

Seymour M. Sears, B. A., B. Se, 
Geologist
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CERTIFICATE OF ENDORSEMENT

l, ANTONIO M. deQUADROS, do certify that:

1. l have the following degrees in Geology:
a. B.Se. Honours University of London 1964
b. M.S. U.C.L.A. 1968
c. Ph.D. University of Nairobi 1972.

2. I have worked as a geologist since 1964 and in 
Canada since 1972, mainly in the mineral exploration and 
development industry.

3. l have worked in the area of the claims since 
August 1982, mapping as a consultant, and have supervised 
the work done, l am familiar with Seymour Sears' work 
and find the work to be professional and the report to 
be a true representation of the data.

4. l have the following professional affiliations:

1. Fellow of the Geological Association of Canada
2. Engineer-in-training in the Association of 

Professional Engineers of B.C.

5. I have not received directly or indirectly any 
interest nor do l expect tp receive any interest, direct 
or indirect, in the properties or securities of the Company, 
nor do I own beneficially, directly or indirectly, any 
securities in the Company or affiliates of the Company.

Wawa, Ontario A.M. deQuadros, Ph.D. 
November 21, 1983 Geologist
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Jrfinislryof 
Natural 
Resources

Ontario

Report Of Work '
(Geophysical, Geological,
Geochemical and Expenditures)

Type o* SurveyliJ
The Mining Act

Injunctions: - Plivi.e type or print,
— If number ol mining claims traversed 

cvcociii sluice on this fcrm, attach a l ist. 
-' -.i Note:- Only d;iys credits calculated in the 

"Expenditure!" section m.iy lie cnleiod 
m the "FxtM-nd. D.iys Cr." column*. 

~ Do not uic itud-Han-m hciow.

___ . __ . r
Claim Holderiil — — —

J...-.hL-lA.-.OX C~t,^ r v ^ X 01 1 ^~" ~' " ———— " --...-.
Addreu

3̂

s••-'•

or A'oa

.2 c- ..
p-IOU;,,,:ior', L.rence No.

urvey Company Oaie of Survey (fr'om ft to)

N*me and Ajddrets of Author (of Geo-Techmcal report)

SV y ^ 6M- ''1. -S"-: ..f S f.6.Gi*2lSB. Ci*

Total Milot of hne Cut

c*r^.-i. /l-s/f c
Credits Requested per Each Claim in Columns at tight
Special Provision!

For first survey:

Enter 40 days. (This 
includes line cutting)

For cacti additional survey: 
using the same grid:

Enter 20 days (for each)

Man Days

Complete reverse side 
and enter total(s) here

Airborne Credit!

Note: Special provisions 
credits do not apply 
to Airborne Surveys.

Goophyiical 

- Electromagnetic

- Radiometric 

- Other

Geological

Goochomical

Geophyiical 

' Electromagnetic

- Magnetometer

- Radiometric

- Other

Geological

Geochemical

Electromagnetic 

Magnetometer

Doyl per 
Claim

-—— — --

Dayi per 
Claim

Day! per 
Claim

Radiometric j

Expenditures (excludes power stripping)
Type of Work Performed

Performed on Clalmd)

Calculation of Expenditure Days Credit! 

Total Expenditures
Total 

Dayi Credit!

Instruction!
Total Oayi Credits may be apportioned at the claim holder'i 
choice. Enter number of dayi credit! per claim selected 
In column* at right.

Oatt
:v •?r'V

Recorded Holder or Agent (Signature)
~5i,-v.^, -.*-t S^L,

Certification Verifying Report of Work

Mining Claims Traversed (List in numerical sequence)
Mining Claim 

Prefi l Number

W

R

A.M.'

Eupvnd. 
Days Cr.

P.M,

Mining Claim 
1 Number

E upend. 
Oayt C'.

Total number of mining 
claim! covced by thu 
report of vi O'k.

'lor-OHicc Use Only—.,,, |

1 hereby certify that 1 have a personal and intimate knowledge of the facts let forth in the Report of Work annenfo 
or witnessed tame during and/or after its completion and the annexed report is true.

, navmj performed the work

Same and Postel Address o' Person Certifying

""Vj? y -'V-f'i-V.*/- —N^V-**......_JiM.: /t .^.. 1

Date Certified

c 's S b y

. L / l \ :t,. I'i ^ //',"(.

Certifieo by (Signaturel

162(61/6)



Ministryot Geotechnical
KSSc.. Report

Ontario M Approval

*

Mining Lands Comments

oj - A(A

To: Geophysics [f[

Comments

Approved to tee agein with correctloni

DTo: Geology - Expenditures
Commenti

j Approved f) With to it* t gain with correction!
Signitur*

To: Geochemistry

f""] Approved f~) With to It* igtln with correctloni

x Mining Lands Section, Room 6462, Whitney Block. (Tel: 5-1380)

693(61/10)



1903 12 12 2.6002

Mrs. M.V. St. Jules
Mining Recorder
Ministry of Natural Resources
875 Queen Street East
P.O. Box 669
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
P6A 5N2

Dear Madam:

We have received reports and maps for a Geophysical 
(Electromagnetic and Bagnetometer) survey submitted 
under Special Provisions (credit for Performance and 
Coverage) on mining claims SSM 469390 and SSM 469404 
1n the Area of White Lake NOrth Part.

This material will be examined and assessed and a 
statement of assessment work credits will be Issued.

We do not have a copy of the report of work which Is 
normally filed with you prior to the submission of this 
technical data. Please forward a copy as soon as 
possible.

Yours veejr truly,

E.F, Anderson
Director
Land Management Branch

Whitney Block, Room 6643 
Queen's Park 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A 1W3 
Phone:(416)965-1380

A, Barr:me

cc: R.J. McGowan
U74 Edgewood Drive 
Notth Vancouver, B.C. 
V7R 1Y9

cc: Manwa Exploration Services Ltd 
P.O. Box 2025 
Wawa, Ontario
POS 1KO
Attention:. Mel de Quadros



YOur F1U: 2.6082

March 9, 1984.

R.O. McGowan 
1174 Edgewood Drive 
North Vancouver, B.C. 
V7R 1Y9

Dear Sir:

RE: Geophysical (Electromagnetic and Magnetometer) survey 
submitted on Mining Claims SSM 469390 and SSM 469404 
1n the Area of White Lake North Part.——-—————

Enclosed are the Electromagnetic plans, 1n duplicate, for the 
above-mentioned survey. Please hi, n. the author of the report 
Indicate the raw data for the VLF survey at each station on 
the survey map and return all maps to this office as soon as 
possible.

For further Information, please contact Mr. F. W. Matthews at 
(416) 965-6918.

Yours very truly.

S. E. Yundt
Director
Land Management Branch

Whitney Block 
Room 6643 
Queen's Park 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A 1W3 
Phone: 416/965-1380

M.E. Anderson:dg
*

cc: Mining Recorder 
Sault Ste. Marie,

f\ 5

it-



~J1ANWA EXPLORATION SERVICES LTD.
P.OBOX4 s '' F IELD OFFICE
370-625 HOWE STREET f P O BOX 7028
VANCOUVER. B.C. V6C 2T6 [ WAWA. ONTARIO POS 1KO
604 - 683-0417 V
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2 469362

4 469363

THERESA

469360

469356

469359

469355

BASE LINE Q + QQ

4 ' 8 46938

W A BIKOB A

CREEK -469357

469387

Tre Line \

-i- i 14 o/cter

469386

469385

469389

469384

Wmte Loke Sheet N port G --622
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W6936I

469363

THERESA

469360

469356

469359

469355

BASE LINE 0 + 00 —** A

469358

BIKOB 

CREEK 469357-g l forest

V469387

Tit Lint \

469386

469385

469384

469360|46936I |469362

46938I| 469355 1469356 1469363 

469357 |469358 1469359

469385 469386)469387

469384)469389 469388 (46939O J469404

CLAIM MAP
Scale l"^ '/2mrle 

White L ake Sheet N.part G-6Z2

42CI3SE8042 42CI3SETO18 WHITE LAKE (NORTH) 210
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BASE LINE 0-1-00

W A BIKOBA

Scale l- /a mrle 
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TOPOGRAPHIC LEGEND

~ Overgrown road 

n Claim post, located,unlocated

Swamp; alder or cedar 
••^" Stream

Cliff

LEGEND

INSTRUMENT: SABRE VLF-EM 
TRANSMITTER STATION: CUTLER,MAINE 

FREQUENCY: 1 7-8 kHz
CONTOUR INTERVAL: lOunits
OPERATORS: G. YOUNG , S. SEARS

l

60f p.
CLIENT

MIDNAPORE RESOURCES INC.
TYPE OF WORK

VLF SURVEY—FRASER PLOT
PROJECT

THERESA LAKE PROJECT

MANWA EXPLORATION SERVICES LTD.

AREA
THUNDER BAY, M.D. t* 
SAULT STE MARIE M.D..ONT.

SCALE

- 2 ,500
DRAWN BY

F. CASTELLO

DATE

Oct. 5, 1983
MAP OR SHEET No.

610

METRES 50
SCALE 1 = 2,500 (l cm* 25m.)

50 100 150 ZOO 250 METRES



\

\

J363

Degree oF Dip Angle l cm * to*

TOPOGRAPHIC LEGEND

^-"^ Overgrown road 

D Claim post, located,unlocated 

Swamp; alder or cedar 

Stream 

Cliff

INSTRUMENT 4- SABRE VLF-EM

TRANSMITTER STATION : CUTLER, MAINE 
FREQUENCY: 17-8 KHz

OPERATORS: G-YOUNG, S.SEARS

CLIENT

MIDNAPORE RESOURCES INC.
TYPE OF WORK

VLF-EM DIP ANGLE SURVEY
PROJECT

THERESA LAKE PROJECT

MANWA EXPLORATION SERVICES LTD.

AREA

THUNDER BAY, M.D. fc 
SAULT STE MARIE M.D..ONT.

SCALE

: 2,500
DRAWN BY

S. OSOLNIK

DATE

JUNE 7, 1984
MAP OR SHEET No.

610/20

METRES 50
SCALE 1 :2,500 ( lcm * 25m.)

50 IOO ISO 2OO 250 METRES



TOPOGRAPHIC LEGEND

--—"^ Overgrown road

l D Claim post, located, unlocated 

Jc Swamp, alder or cedar 

^•-^ S tream 

rrrrT Cliff

^^ VLF-EM conductor axis

LEGEND

INSTRUMENT: Geometrics G-816 

BASE STATION:AMain,A Secondary 

DATUM SUBTRACTED: 59,000 

LINE SPACING: 120m. 

STATION INTERVAL- 25m.

CONTOUR INTERVAL:100
OPERATORS: G.Young l S . Sears 

SURVEY DATES: Oct. 10-24,1983

. C
CLIENT

MIDNAPORE RESOURCES INC.

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY
PROJECT

THERESA LAKE PROJECT

MANWA EXPLORATION SERVICES LTD.

AREA

THUNDER BAY, M.D. S* 
SAULT STE MARIE M.D..ONT.

SCALE

:2,500
DRAWN BY

F. CASTELLO

DATE

Ste*. 15, 1983
MAP OR SHEET No

610 /3

METRES 50

SCALE 1:2,500 (lcm - 25m.)
5O IOO 150 2OO 250METRES


